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**VISUAL SIGNATURES**

- Signatures of execution for Hadoop jobs
- Compact representation of informative variables
- Discriminate between two types of problems:
  - User centric: bogus jobs, data skew
  - Infrastructure centric: node contention, cluster degradation

**SCALABLE VISUALIZATIONS**

- Data density = num. entries / area of display
- Using 2x2 pixel squares per job/node
- Approximately 2,900 numbers per sq. inch
- 700 nodes x 1200 jobs fit on a 27” display

**ON-LINE DIAGNOSIS + VISUALIZATION**

- Use spotted patterns to predict failures
- Provide visual feedback / Human-in-the-loop
- Relevant features
  - Success, failed and killed ratio
  - Proportion of total bytes written and read
  - Variance on abnormality
- Use classification trees to find rules
  - success_reduces_ratio > 54% && success_map_ratio > 60% = SUCCESS
  - success_reduces_ratio < 54% && success_map_ratio < 33% = FAILURE
- Classify in-progress jobs
  - Accuracy around 0.8 with 40% of the job completed